THE  REVOLUTION
Paris on July i4th, 1790, the anniversary of the capture of the Bas-
tille, at the altar of the fatherland (Patrie) set up in the Champ
de Mars. The term 'federation', borrowed from the United States,
expressed the voluntary adhesion given to the new regime by the
autonomous regions united to form France.
As in the United States, the men charged with the function of
exercising the public authority were in theory recruited by election
(either direct or in two degrees). This was the system applied not
only to the administrative bodies of the department and district
and the municipal bodies of the commune, but also to judges,
district tax-collectors, and, later on, even bishops and parish
priests; but the right to the suffrage was granted to none save
taxpayers, which eliminated domestic servants and almost all
workmen and a higher electoral qualification was required for
electors of the second degree. The men elected were naturally
inhabitants of the neighbourhood who were known to the electors
- for the most part prominent bourgeois, lawyers, merchants, or
landowners. The Revolution gave every region of France its own
autonomous and elected administration, completely independent
of the central power, as in the United States, and conferred upon
it the effective power of maintaining order, policing its own
area, and even collecting the taxes. The Government now
appointed none but ministers, diplomatists, and officers in the
army.
jthe administrative, judicial, and fiscal
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The working of the machinery of government underwent a
change inspired by the new principles. The affairs of the depart-
ments and municipalities had to be settled by the local authorities,
which did not have to ask for the Government's approval. The
courts of law were declared to be free of charge, the Spices being
abolished, and were reorganized in such a way as to curtail legal
proceedings and reduce their cost. The principle that a tribunal
consists of several judges was preserved from the ancien rtgime, and
the auxiliary staff of advocates, grejpers (clerks or registrars) and
Judssurs (ushers or bailiffs) also survived; but degrees of jurisdic-
tion were abolished, all tribunals now being equal, and appeals
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